
Blue Horizon
Prolevel tu rnta ble tool

LEVELLING IS THE first step in
turntable set up. It should be easy
just put a spirit level on the fore,/aft
axis, get it right and do dre same the
other way This is the way a lot of
turntables are set up, but ifyou have
a suspended subchassis tumtable the
spidt ievel needs to be shot, light and
accurate and even then you caD never
put it in the one place where it won't
be influencing the rest t. That place is

the centre of the platter where the
spindle gets in the way of regular
spirit levels. If ils not in that position
the weight of the 1evel itselfwill tilt
the platter That's why a level lil<e this,
that sits on top of the spindle, is the
only satisfactory tool for thejob.

Balancing act
I have used a Mana Acoustics
(remember them?) exanple for many
years because it makes setting up
tumtables quickly and accurately a

lot easier than an]'thing else. That,
howeve! wasn't made to the be same
weight as standard vinyl LPs (1209)
like this one, which means that you
are balancing the tumtable for dre
weight it's most likely to support,
unless you have a lot of 1B0g vinyl.
The other problem with the Mana
was that its centre hole wasn't big
enough for all spindles, I had to ream
it out a little so tiat itwas.

The Blue Horizon has a clever and
apparently pat. pending spindle hole
desigl that uses sprung balls to
ensure that it gfips the centre spindle,
which should be upright when the
platter is level. This avoids problems
with felt mats for instance where the
surface isnt necessarily even, and
with extra long centre spindles.

This g?e oflevel becomes very
intuitive to use once you remember
that the bubble goes to the highest
part of its enclosure, in olher words
ifyou lower the support surface on
the side where the bubble is, it goes

foward the centre-
I like the Blue Ho zon Prolevel,

it's easy to use ard well designed,
the only gripe I have with it is the
rather high price, you can get all but
the spindle gripping technology fot
rather less, so it loses a star fot that,
but in all other respects ifs a lovely
piece of kit. Jl(
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